
 
 

BanBoxShifting - Open Letter 

Dear [Recipient], 

We, the undersigned, are writing to express our support for the new charity initiative, Ban Box Shifting, 

which aims to tackle the issue of business rates avoidance in England and save our councils an 

estimated £250 million annually. This is an important matter that affects our communities and public 

services, and we believe it is time to take action. 

The practice of box shifting, whereby landlords and multi-chain operators exploit legal loopholes to 

trigger a three- or six-month rates-free period, is draining vital funds from our local authorities. It is 

estimated that this tactic costs councils £250 million per year, a sum that could be used to build 2,000 

council homes, fund 150,000 hospital beds, or establish 12 new secondary schools. 

It is time for England to follow in the footsteps of Scotland and Wales, both of which have already 

passed legislation to address this issue. We are urging the Government to consider the Ban Box 

Shifting five-point manifesto: 

1. Ban Box Shifting by extending the period of occupation which activates rates exemption from 

six weeks to six months 

2. Give councils more powers in deciding when empty rates relief can legitimately be granted 

3. Put a one-year time limit on avoidance and properties left in limbo because of insolvent 

tenants 

4. Remove the snail sham option in non-agricultural space (occupiers sometimes put snail farms 

or other similar species to claim a space is agricultural land) 

5. Promote ethical rates mitigation. 

By extending the occupation period required for rates exemption and granting councils more authority 

to decide when relief can be provided, we can prevent businesses from exploiting loopholes for 

financial gain. Furthermore, implementing a one-year time limit on avoidance and removing sham 

options will provide additional safeguards against fraudulent practices. 

We also advocate for the promotion of ethical rates mitigation, which involves offering rent-free 

spaces to charities. This sustainable solution benefits local communities, landlords, and charities, and 

is already recognised by some councils' estates teams as a means to save money and support 

communities. 

We firmly stand behind the Ban Box Shifting initiative and urge the Government to take action in 

addressing the issue of business rates avoidance. By doing so, we can save our councils millions of 

pounds, which can then be reinvested in vital public services for the betterment of our communities. 

Sincerely, 

 


